Introduction.
In this paper we study the structure of prefix codes and ths tructure of their tree representation.
Besides the introduction of the notion of pattern and the derived formulation, Part I~ill be an exposition of known results (cf classical works of -Schutzenberger, Nivat, Perrot) . In Part II we study an impor~ant family: the overlapping codes, and provide a new demonstration of a basic theorem due to Perrin and Perrot. In Part III we bring partial answers to the problems raised in Part I and derive some applications.
-The reader has to be aware that the intuitive use of the geometrical representation of how the -pattern is distributed in the tree provides a frame for many demonstrations which are otherwise heavily technical.
We assume known the basic results on regular languages and finite automata.
Notations.
x will denote a finite set of cardinality strictly superior to one, the alphabet. All. the examples, for sake of simplicity, will be given using a binary alphabet. The reader will be easily convinced that the assumption of finiteness for X may be removed for many results.
• x will denote the free monoid over X, and "e" the null word .
will denote the free semigroup over • x, X • If L is a language of X, the right congruence • by L is defined as follows on the words of 'X :
induced u~v (L)
• iff Vh EX uh~·L~vh C L.
. A prefix exhaustive code is a subset • C of X such that no word of e is a strict prefix of another word of e and every word of • X is a. prefix of a word of e or admits a word of e as a prefix, >n equivalent telms:
vh " X e h n e t ¢~h E e .
• • *
Vh " X hX n e 'f ¢ These properties will.be used constantly a~d we will not refer systematically to them. Furthermore, as it is done usually we will use the word "codtt" -instead of "prefix exhaustive code". of C.
+ -ex
will denote the set of the prefixes of the words Part I: Generalities.
Codes are characterized by a tree representation such that the same number of vertices are issued from each non terminal node.
The following examples should be clear enough so we do not need to give an unnecessarily heavy formulation: Such a code will be called a "matriochka" code, because in some sense it is contained in itself.
\
'----Ĩ n the remaining part we will use the same notation for the tree and the code, when no confusion will be possible.
Patterns:
In fact the tree represents c 1 and not only C and 50 if a code 15 "composed" of other codes it is easily seen on the tree:
Example:
A B , C We see that A may be built using B or c:
We will express this situation by saying that the trees Band C are ','patterns" of the tree A.
There are various ways to formalize this notion. we will give a "constructive" one which will be appropriate to further demon- 
and fh E e. then gh E e . We .have * the dual for g.
Therefore f " g(e ) . * Property IA: For any congruence on~C) different from the identity, Sa is. no't alone in its class.
If there was such a congruence and So alone in its class then we would have two distinct states 5 and t congruent * .;
which would imply Iff-'f=: X sf' = --so <::) t f = So~n contradiction * with the definition of L(C).
*
These properties allow us to derive Af(C) directly from the tree representation of C:. the root and all terminal "9 des will be labelled with So and~nly these nodes will be labelled
We attach the same ]~bel to nodes (different from the Example:
..' -: . :.
., i '., I .
.:: ,).
'. .
From there we may draw the transItion graph:
-----"', ()
Patterns and Automata . • In other terms the homomorphic images of Af(C) "extract" patterns of C. It has been shown by Perrin and Perrot. [91 that (this~s rest~ted in when C is finite there is a bijection between the homomorphic • images of .At '(C) and the patterns of C our terminology).
(to has been • such,that 9 0 = <s,to'X>.~ecognizes D.
Definition: We will s~y that 0 is -an admissible pattern oĩ f arid only if there exists an homomorphic image~=~S.X> of defined above).
• .Lee ) Several problems arise from this terminoiogy: • .L(e ) is a useful algraic tool to study the properties of C so we have to see how much information on the patterns we may * get through Af(C) and if we can retrieve the unavailable information by some other means.
Before we bring partial answers to these problems, we will give a quite simple example:.
.LJe) has only trivial finitely many patterns:
., (Furthermore these two subtrees admit D as a pattern). Using the previous example:"
The nodes n l and n 2 admit C as a subtree.
Part II. Overlapping patterns. Another notion is that of strongly non suffix.
' . ::;0 we may suppose h = fb' • As 0 is exhaustive :3'h II SUch that * h 'hI! = d E D and then hh ll =.fh'h" = fd. As D is strongly " * * Part III. Bases of systematic prefix codes.
If we consider an infinite regular tree and its labelling we see that if we follow an infinite branch on the tree, necessarily, as the labelling is finite, we will meet two nodes identically labelled. Therefore these two' nodes admit the same subtree which A direct consequence of this lemma is that if C is finite all its patterns do not overlap in C and therefore are all admissible.
We know how to assign a pattern of C to any homomorphic image of * (C ), if C is finite the application is injective since any homomorphic image leads to a minimal automaton, and is surjective since every pattern is admissible.
• But we see that 9) 15 not isomorphic to ... I(D) and that C is infinite. Therefore if C is finite any homomorphic image~= _<T,X> of • (C) will be such that~o = <T,to'X> is a minimal automaton which recognizes
the basic theorem of Perrin and Perrot [91, stating that if C is finite there is a bijection between the patterns of C • and the homomor~hic images of~~) will be a consequence of the following lemma and the preceding remark. h is either a prefix of a word of F or admits a word of F * as a prefix. Therefore C is exhaustive. As FeE c D we * * have C c D so D is a pattern of C and it is clear that D is a pattern of the subtree below f since all the words of * this subtree belong to D.~I~~efore D is overlapping_
If D is overlapping. there exists a code C and a 'NOrd f E c t , f~0+ such that D is a pattern of C and a pattern of the subtree below f. As f is not the empty word and as we suppose that the cardinality of the alphabet is strictly superior to one we may find at least one word c E C which does not admit f as a prefix. Let us branch a subtree identical to· B at the end of C. This construction gives us a tree A for which D is not an admissible pattern.
The following proposition generalizes a result of Perrin r61 from the regular case to the general case:
Proposition II.2. Let D be an overlapping code, then * o * :;fd' E 0 such that fdd' E o*} is generated by an admissible pattern C of D.
We will now state a last theorem whose demonstration will appear elsewhere [3] and which is a generalization of a reBult of Perrin [8] . This theorem shows that the notions of systematic prefix code and principal pattern play an important role in the structure of regular codes. In the liltatement of the theorem A and B will be two regular codes, U and V will be two codes, u 1 and u 2 (VI and V 2' will be two disjc<.'t subsets of U (v) • u' and u' 
